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The Bunker 

"Old Westport Bunker"

Anybody familiar with the Belmont Army Surplus on the corner of Belmont

and Clark in Chicago will be happy to know that The Bunker is owned by

the same folks. The Bunker stocks clothes for men and women,

accessories, eye-wear, watches and an awesome selection of cool kid's

items. In addition to other items like jackets, shoes and costumes, the spot

still has a large selection of both real and faux army products.

 +1 816 561-7407  www.bunkeronline.com/  4056 Broadway Blvd, Kansas City MO
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Tiffany & Co. 

"Famous jewelers"

This legendary store, located in the Country Club Plaza, features some of

the finest jewelry in the world. You will also find breathtaking crystal,

flatware, chinaware, silverware, and timepieces for sale. Shop for

engagement rings and anniversary presents, or something special for a

newborn baby. Anything wrapped in Tiffany's signature blue box is sure to

be considered an heirloom that the recipient will treasure for generations.

 +1 816 531 7676  www.tiffany.com/jewelry-s

tores/kansas-city-the-

country-club-plaza/

 kansascity@tiffany.com  301 Nichols Road, The

Country Club Plaza, Kansas

City MO
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Meierotto Jewelers 

"Diamonds are Forever"

Looking for diamonds involves a painful mining process, but thanks to

Meierotto Midwest Jewelers those diamonds can be purchased without

much painstaking effort. Walk into the store to be met with most

designers' creations which cater to the fairer sex. Besides being mainly a

jewelry store, it also keeps other accessories like watches from almost all

leading brands. They also offer a gift and accessories option for corporate

occasions. The store maintains that the customer should be educated

about the product before purchasing it.

 +1 816 453 1111  www.mjewelry.com/  meierottojewelers@mjewel

ry.com

 1900 Diamond Parkway,

Kansas City MO
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CW Boutique 

"Best Fashions Are Here"

Notch up your style quotient at CW Boutique as they offer latest trends

and chic fashions for women. Located right in the middle of Parkville, the

boutique is known for offering some of the best designs since its inception

in 2012. Be it funky accessories, trendy tops, classy footwear, or casual

dresses, you will find it all at this beautifully laid out boutique.

 +1 816 584 2746  cweber@cwboutiqueusa.com  6325 Lewis Drive, Suite 104, Parkville

MO
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